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FOREWORD

The small probe vehicle study was initiated by Headquarters,
Office of Aerospace Research, who directed the Office of
Research Analyses to conduct the study.

\ The objective of the study is to provide the Air Force with the
information necessary to make optimum use of vehicles. The
work statement calls for a comprehensive tabulation of missile
specifications, a comparison of vehicle performances and a
cost and cost-effectiveness analysis including the influence of
reliability and payload costs., Specifications and performances
advertised by the manufacturer will be confirmed or modified
as a result of the analysis and according to the experiences of
the users. The results of the study will lead to a subsequent
program to define in economic, stanidardized stable of small
probe vehicles.

Volume I, "Performance Summary," is th rst of several
reports to be published under this program."I contains general
vehicle specifications, detailed performances and information
on ground support equipment and heating conditions of the most
commonly used probe vehiclesf, second volume, "Performance
Summary," is planned which desc 'bes more small probe vehicles
of interest to the Air Force. Cost nalysis, cost effectiveness
analysis and appendices will be presented in additional separate
reports.

The information presented and used in this report was collected
in the second half of 1962 and through 1963 from missile manu-
facturers, motor manufacturers, Launching sites and government
agencies as users in the United States and Canada.

The work was performed under the general direction of Dr.
Gerhard R. Eber, Technical Director of the Office of Research
Analyses. Task Scientist was Mr. Friedrich H. Utech, Flight
Systems, Science and Engineering Analyses Division. Members
of the working team who contributed significantly to the project
were Mr. Wendell M. Adamson, Dr. Charles E. Barrett, Mr.
Hermann F. Borges, Major Roderick W. Clarke, Dr. Fritz W.
Hoehndorf, Dr. Harald A. Melkus, Dr. Friedrich G. Penzig
and Major Bob L. Whitfield.
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ABSTRACT

Th& report presents technical information on the first group of
small probe vehicles considered under thiu study. It contains

general information data, dimensions, weights, performances,
comparison of computed performances with data advertised by
manufacturers and performances observed in actual flights.
Included are specifications for the ground support equipment
required and notes on the payload compartment heat transfer
conditions for each different vehicle.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents a summary of technical information on the
first group of small probe vehicles considered under this study.
The vehicles were selected according to their relative importance,
frequency of use and availability of data at the time th-e work was
started.

A uniform scheme is used in the arrangement of the information
contained in this report. Each vehicle has a different number,
vhich is combined with the page numbers (see Table of Contente).
For instance, Page 3-7 means: Vehicle No. 3, Page No. 7. The
sequence of pages for each vehicle is always the same.

Page 1: Carries the name of the vehicle.

Page 2: Contains a table with pertinent missile data such as
exact designations, number of stages, motors used, maximum
performances, reliability and sourcei; of the information.

Page 3: Has information on vehicle history, stabilization, fin
alignment, firing sequence and in some cases recommendations
for the use of the performance graphLi in order to obtain realistic
values.

Pages 4 and 5: Show the vehicle assembly, dimensions and
weights as well as the configuration of the payload compartment
and specifications on the volume available.

Pages 6 and the following pages: Represent a group of perform-
ance graphs for three different launch angles and three different
payloads. They are arranged in the following sequence:

Peak altitude -payload performance, peak altitude
vs launch angle, altitude vs time, altitude vs range,

elapsed times above specified altitudes, peak
accelerations, maximum velocities and maximum
altitudes of the burning phase and a comparison of

calculated, advertised and actual flight performances.
Where important, the influence of the coasting time
(between stages) on the peak altitude is shown and
also the impact ranges of the booster hardware.
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The last two pages contain specifications on thc ground support
equipment required and notes on heat transfer conditions of the
payload compartment.

The flight regime chosen for the performance calculations is a
very broad one, in order to obtain knowledge on performances
in a wide range and to be able to interpolate rather than extra-
polate all practical flight conditions. The extrem.e conditions
of the flight regime therefore are in certain cases not realistic
and should be used with caution. The limitations artt discussed
under recommendations for the use of the performance data at
the end of this introduction.

The flight performance calculations were conducted under the
assumption of two dimensional ballistic traje ctories, zero lift
conditions, aerodynamically clean payload compartments having
no externa,1 antennas, spherical non-rotating earth, no wind,
and stable vehicles. The aerodynamic drag coefficients have
been carefully calculated for every configuration for thrust and
coasting conditions. If several payload compartment configu-
rations are shown the calculation was performed with the one
designated "standard compartment." The engine thrust was
taken from thrust-time curves obtained by motor manufactuz'.rs
and corrected for ambient pressure. The 1959 ARDC model
atmosphere was used.

The weight of the nose cone was included in the vehicle weight.
Every additional weight in the payload compartment is defined
as "payload" or "net payload."

Recommendations for the use of the performance data:
In order to obtain realistic results, when using the performance
graphs, it is necessary to limit the broad flight regime chosen
for the computation. The limits are set by: stability properties
of the vehicles, structural safety limits, heat transfer conditions,
and also range safety regulations.

The parameters having the widest range are launch angle and
in some cases payload, The launch angle range considered in
the computation is from 70 to 88 degrees measured from the
horizon. A survey of actual firings sho vs that these extreme
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angles were never used. The launch angles used range between
75 and 85 degrees, Most of the vehicles were launched under an
eif'ctive launch angle close to 80 degrees.

Exceptions are the vehicles of the Aerobee family and probes
like the Iris which ase the Aerobee launching tower. The Aerobee
towers are adjustable frcm 80 to 90 degrees. The survey shows
that Aerobee vehicles ware launched at angles from 80 degrees
to a maximum of 87. 5 degrees.

The restrictions in payload weight can be seen in the performance
comparison grarhs. In many cases the full payload range has
not been i',d in the firings. It can also be seen that manufac-
tursrs sometimes show only a part of the payload range in their
performance curves and there are cases where two different
mnanufacturers who advertise the same type vehicle offer two
different payload ranges.

For realistic results the tables of this report should be used
wi.thin the limits set by successful firings. This me ,ns for
launch angles the area between 75 and 85 degrees should be
used, and for the Aerobee type vehicles the area between 80
and 88 degr.'es, unless otherwise recommended in thle text on
pages 3. As far ar payloads are concerned, the experimenter
is saie when he stays within the limits of successful firings in-
dicated on the performance comparison graphs,

Should launch angles and payloads which exceed the above
limits be desire 3 for some special experiment, it is recom-
mended that the manufacturer be consulted so that stability
and structural safety limits of the vehicle are not exceeded.

Changes of the aerodynamic configuration of the payload compart-
ment by adding exterior antennas or by using different shaped
c:ompartments, cause changes in performance and should be
taken into accoupt.
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Aerobee 150 Snd 150A

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle Aerobee 150 and 150A

Designation Aerobee Hi (150-3 Fins, 150A-4 Fins)

Manufacturer Space reneral Corp., El Monte, Calif.,
a Subsidiary of Aerojet General Corp.

Kind of Vehicle 2 Stage, Fin Stabilized Probe

Vehicle

First Stage Motor 2. 5 KS-18000 (Solid fuel)

Second Stage Motor AJ 11 - 31 Air Force)
AGVL-0113 F Navy ) Liquid fuel
AS 60-13 NASA )

Payload-Altitude 125 lb - 144 N. M.
Capability for 880 200 lb - 116 N.M.
Launch Angle 300 lb - 91 N.M.

Payload Volume 4.75 cu. ft.

Peak Acceleration 12.7 G's (125 lb Payload 880 L.A.)

Max Vel ocity 6850 FPS (125 lb Payload 880 L.A.)

Launch Weight, less net payl. 1947. 5 lb

Reliability 87%

Users Air Force, Navy, Army, NASA
App'Lied Physics Laboratory

, (John Hopkins)

Sources Aerojet, AFCRL, Chance-Vought, NASA
Performance Calculations

AFMDC, Analog Computation
Branch

1-2 Revi"ed May 1964
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Aerobee 150 and 150A

The Aerobee 150 and 150A are proven vehicles with more than
130 firings together. The Aerobee 150A is the 4 finned version
of the 3 finned Aerobee 150. Fins have been redesigned and
propellant tanks transposed resulting in slightly improved
aerodynamic characteristics of the Aerobee 150A.

As the peak altitude performance of the Aerobee 150A for the
same payloads proved to be only 1.5% to 2.5% better than the
one of the Aerobee 150, this performance calculation was per-
formed only for the Aerobee 150A. However, the two vehicles
need different launching towers, details can be seen under
ground support equipment.

Using the presently available towers the Aerobees cannot be
launched below 800 launch angle.

The booster fins are installed under an angle of 20301 to impart
a roll rate as the vehicle leaves the tower. The second stage
fins are adjustable from 0001 to 00201 for a desired roll rate.

The firing sequence is as follows: the burning time of the
booster is 2.5 seconds. After 0.3 seconds of booster burning
the second stage is ignited and both burn simultaneously until
booster burnout. The burning time of the second stage is 52
seconds. The total burning time, taking into account the
overlapping, amounts to 52. 3 seconds.

1-3 Revised May 1964
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AEROBEE 150 AND 150A
ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

PAYLOAD 125 -300 LB.
PROPELLANT

WEIGHT CONSUMED
DIMENSION INCHES LB LB

87.8 PA? LOAD COMPARTMENT I T2I
9.4 PAYLOAD EXT. OPT. (14)

T
289.0

15.0-
367.0

AEROJET 60-13 1330.5 1054.4
(FUELED)

;/ \

47.3*- -1

AEROJET 600 262
78.0 2.5 KS- 8000O
| .- %(FUELED)

F-62.0 LAUNCHWEIGHT 1947.5
LESSPAYLOAD

1-4 Revised May 1964
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AEROBEE 150 AND 150 A

DIMENSION INCHES

87.8 31 CALIBER
OGIVAL SECTION

BATTERY EXTENSION

i l NOSE EXTENSION

15 .0.0

PAYLOAD VOLUME =6.90 CU. FT. INCLUDING EXTENSIONS)
4.75 CU. FT.(WITHOUT EXTENSIONS)

PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

1-5
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Aerobee 150 and 150A

Ground Support Equipment

For the operation of the Aerobee 150 and 150A the following
GSE is required:

(1) Launching Tower:
Launching towers for the 3 finned Aerobee 150 are

available at WSMR; AFMDC, Holloman AFB (presently out of
commission); APGC, Eglin AFB; and, Fort Churchill, Canada.
The same iaunching tower can be used for the Aerobee 300.

The only launching tower for the 4 finned Aerobee
150A is the NASA Aerobee Tower at Wallops Island, Virginia,
which may also be used for the Aerobee 300A.

The elevation angc of the Aerobee towers is
restricted to a range of 800 to 900 above the horizon.

(2) Handling Trailer: for vehicle transport and erection
into the tower a handling trailer is required. After erection the
upper framework of the trailer becomes a part of the launching
tower.

(3) Gas proof and Leak test panel for pressure .checking
of the Second Stage Vehicle.

(4) Helium pressurization console which provides pressure
regulation checks for various operations of the vehicle.

(5) Electrical support equipment to check

a. The radio controlled fuel shut-off system and
First Motion switch circuity.

b. The booster ignition squibs and fuel shut-off squibs.

1-15
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Aerobee 150 and 150A

Aerodynamic Heating

and

Internal Heating of Payload Compartment

erodynamic heating above 800 Launch Angle is not critical and
the heat input in the payload compartment is small due to the

short. duration of the flight.

For special trajectories below 800 Launch Angle, which would
require a modification of the launcher, the heating becomes

more critical with possible effects on the structure of nose cone
and fins at Launch Angles in the vicinity of 700.

The internal heating of the payload depends on factors like
temperature at launch, heat output of payload, outside air
temperatures during flight, aerodynamic heat input, sun

radiation, heat insulation of payload compartment, absorptivity,

emissivity and heat conduction properties of the skin material.
It is therefore recommended to check the internal heating for

every different payload and launch condition.

1-16
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AEROBEE 300 and 300A

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle Aerobee 300 and 300A

Designation AJ60-09 Aerobee 300
AJ60-12 Aerobee 300A (Spaerobee)

Manufacturer Space-General Corporation
El Monte, California, a subsidiary
of Aerojet-General-Corporation

Kind of Vehicle 3-stage fin stabilized probe vehicle

Fi:st Stage Motor Aerojet 2. 5 KS-18000
Second Stage Motor Aerojet Aerobee 150 system
Third Stage Motor Aerojet 1.8 KS-7800, Sparrow III

Payload -Altitude 20 lb - 300 N. M.
Capability for 880 60 lb - 220 N. M.
Launch Angle 100 lb - 178 N.M.

Payload Volume 0. 9 cu ft

Peak Acceleration 83 G's
S Peak Deceleration 20 G's (20 lb payload, 880 L.A.)!Peak Deceleration 20 G s

Max. Velocity 10000 FPS (20 lb payload, 880 L.A.)

Launch Weight 2106 lb
Less net-payload

Reliability 87%

Users USAF, NASA

Sources Aerojet, AFCRL, Chance Vought,
NASA, Space-General
Performance Computation: AFMDC
Analog Computation Branch

2

2-2
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AEROBEE 300 and 300A

The Aerobee 300 and 300A were developed from the Aerobee 150
series by adding the Navy's Sparrow III as a third stage. The
Index "A" designates the four finned version of the normally three
finned vehicle.

Basically, these vehicles are the same, however, the difference in
the fins requires two different launching towers. The performance
of the Aerobee 300A is slightly bette!r, but as the difference is not
significant the performances were calculated only for the Aerobee
300A version.

The booster and second stage fins are the same as used on the
Aerobee 150 and 150A vehicles. Booster fins are adjusted to an
angle of attack of 20 30' to impart a roll rate as the vehicle leaves
the tower. The second stage fins are adjustable within a range
from 00 0' to 00 2' angle of attack for an additional desired roll
rate.

The firing sequence for the first two stages is the same as for the
Aerobee 150 series. The booster burns for a total of 2.5 seconds.
After 0. 3 seconds of booster burning time the second stage is
ignited and burns for a total of 52 seconds. Accordingly the
booster and the second stage burning times overlap for 2. 2 seconds.
Separation of the booster from the second stage occurs at booster
burnout. Third stage ignition and separation is initiated upon
detection of the pressure drop in the second stage motor at burn'.
out. The third stage motor burns for 1.8 seconds. There are no
coasting periods between the stage operations.

Approximately 22 vehicles were launched by the end of 1962.

2-3
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AEROBEE 300 AND 300A
ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

PAYLOAD 20-10OLB.

PROPELLANT
DI ENSION INCHES WEIGHT LB. CON ED

~MORMENT

7

52 SPARROWX I.8KS-7800FUELED 128 
69.1

15 AEr,',OJET 60-13

21FUELED 1371.5 1054.4

; 201.8

47,

AEROJET 2.5KS-18000 600 262FUELED
78

II

! = -- 62-- -

LAUNCH WEIGHT 2106.5
LESS PAYLOAD

2-4
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AEROBEE 300AND 300A

PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

DIMENSION- INCHES

22.7

i-I

0 I,

29.5

32.2

PAYLOAD VOLUME 0.9 CU.FT.

2-5
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AEROBEE 300 and 300A

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

For the operation of the Aerobee 300 and 300A the following equip-

ment is required:

(1) Launching Tower

Launching towers fot the e;nned Aerobee 300 are available
at Eglin AFB, Florida; White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico;
Holloman AFB, New Mexico (presently out of commission); and,

Fort Churchill, Canada. These launching towers are also used
for the Aerobee 150.

The only launching tower for the 4 finned Aerobee 300A
is the NASA Aerobee tower at Wallops Island, Virginia, which may
also be used for the Aerobee 150A.

(2) Handling Trailer

The handling trailer is used for vehicle transport and
erection into the tower, where the upper framework of the trailer
becomes a part of the launching tower.

(3) Hndling Dolly

The handling dolly provides a roll-over fixture for the vehicle
and is also used as a holding fixture while adding components.

(4) Gas Proof and Leak Test Panel for pressure checking of the
second stage tankage.

(5) Helium Pressurization Console which provides pressure

regulation checks for various operations of the vehicle.

(6) Electrical Support Equipment for the checking of

a. The radio controlled fuel shut-off system and first motion

switch circuity, and

b. the booster ignition squibs, fuel shut-off squibs of the
second stage and the ignition squibs of the third stage.

I
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AEROBEE 300 and 300A

AERODYNAMIC HEATING
AND

HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

Aerodynamic heating at launch angles above 800 is not critical.
The aerodynamic heat input into the payload compartment is small
due to the short duration of the flight. At 850 launch angle the
manufacturer claims a maximum temperature of the payload of
2000 F.

At launch angles between 750 and 700 the aerodynamic heating
becomes critical for the nose tip and the leading edges of the fins.

It should be noted that the internal heating of the payload is
influenced by many factors like temperature at launch, heat
output of the payload, outside air temperature during flight,
aerodynamic heat input, heat input by sun radiation and earth
albedo, heat insulation of the compartment, absorptivity,

emissivity, and heat conduction - properties of the skin ma-
terial, etc. Therefore the internal heating of the payload should
be checked for every different payload and launch condition.

2-15
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NIKE-CAJUN

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle Nike-Cajun

Designations Nike-Cajun, Argo B-I

Manufacturers University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Aero Lab Development Company,
Pasadena, California.
Atlantic Research Corporation,
Duarte, California.

Kind of Vehicle 2 stage fin stabilized probe vehicle

First Stage Motor Nike M5, 2.5 DS-59000 (X2!6-A2)
Radford Arsenal

Second Stage Motor Cajun, 3.08 KS-8190 (TE-82- 1.)Thiokol Chemical Corporation

* Payload - Altitude 25 lb - 107 N. M.
Capability for 800 50 lb - 90 N. M.
Launch Angle 100 lb - 70 N.M.

Payload - Volume 0. 521 cu ft - 0. 775 cu ft

Peak Acceleration 77 G (25 lb payload, 700 - 88 c LA.
Peak Deceleration 8 G

Max. Velocity 6900 FPS (25 lb payload, 700 L.A.)

Launch Weight 1518.9 lb
less net payload

Reliability 83%

Users US Air Force, Army, Navy, NASA

Sources Aerolab, Atlantic Research, NASA,
Ling-Temco-Vought, AFCRL, APGC,
NRL.

Performance Computation: AFMDC
Analog Computation Branch.

3-2



NIKE -CAJUN

Developed from the Nike-Deacon, the Nike-Cajun is the most used
probe vehicle next to the Arcas Sounding Rocket. Designed in 1956
by the Engineering Research Institute at the University of Michigan,
the number of launchings was well above 200 by the end of 1962.
The reasons for its extended use are low costs connected with a
good reliability record and simplicity of handling and launching. It
has been launched from a variety of launching sites: WSMR, APGC,
Wallops Island, Fort Churchill, Guam, Mariana Islands, and from
on board the USS Rushmore in the North Atlantic.

Despite careful assumptions with respect to air drag, the ORA
calculated altitude-payload performances appear too good, when
compared with measurements taken during actual flights (see page
3-15 ). The reason might be that the vehicle describes undulating
motions inducing more drag than anticipated. A new set of fins
under development at AFCRL for use on Cajun and Apache second
stages might improve stability and performance.

For planning purposes, use of estimated 750 launch-angle curves
on the ORA charts should produce realistic performances.

The firing sequence is as follows: the first stage Nike motor burns
for 3. 5 seconds. Separation of first and second stage is induced by
differential drag pulling a slip-fit coupling connected to the Nike
booster out of the Cajun nozzle throat. To reach maximum altitude,
the second stage has to coast for a time period between 13 seconds
and 21 seconds before ignition, to avoid severe air drag in low
altitude. The graph on page 3-14 shows a flat maximum in peak
altitude for this coasting period. The second stage Cajun motor is
fired by a pyrotechnic delay squib ignited at launch. This stage has
a burning time of 2. 9 seconds.

Normally the Nike-Cajun is adjusted for a no-spin condition. This
means that only a very small roll rate is tolerated.

If spin stabilization is desired variable incidence fins for the Nike-
Booster and interchangeable spin tabs for the Cajun-fins are offered
by the manufacturers.

3-3
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g NIKE-CAJUN
ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

RFAYLOAD 25-OO0LB. PROPELLANT
CONSUMED

DIMENSION4-INCHES _____WEIGHT LB. L8.

PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT Is

446.

107 CAJUN 3.O8KS-8190 201.9 1(9.5
* FUELED

300-319
14

135 16.5
35NIKE M5 2.5 DS-59000 I30O2 ~ 184

FUELED

60 LAUNCH WEIGH4T 15(8.9
LESS PAYLOAD

3-4
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I
NIKE-CAJUN

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

For the assembly, checkout and launching of the Nike-Cajun the
following equipment is required:

(1) Launcher

Two types of launchers have been used: the. modified
standard Nike loader/launcher available at Wallops Island and
White Sa-ids Missile Range (also used aboard USS Rushmore);
and, the Ryan Aerolab general purpose launcher available at
Eglin Air Force Base.

(2) Handling Equipment

The handling equipment consists partially of standard
US Army equipment and equipment designed by the University
of Michigan.

a. Booster Hoist Beam (A. 0. No. Y 015-8003042) and
Sling Assemblies (A.O0. No. Y 015-8013975).

b. Missile Hand Lift Truck (A. O. No. Y 001-8001848)

or any suitable fork lift truck.

c. Modified Bomb Lift Trailer, 4000 lb (AF Stock No.
8220-753300).

d. Cajun Cradle (Univ. of Michigan Drwg No. H5-40243).

e. Booster Cradle (Univ. of Michigan design).

f. Hand Booster Truck (A. 0. No. Y 014-8001837).

g. Double Branch Sling Chain to lift the crated booster.

h. Electric Blanket and Winterization Kit, if required.

(3) Electrical Support Equipment to check igniter, circuity,
firing squibs and second stage firing safety circuit.

503-1
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NIKE-CAJUN'0
AERODYNAIfC HEATING

AND
HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTM tgN

The aerodynamic heat input is small due to the shor, duration of the
flight. The vehicle has been successfully flown in %he higher pay-
load range (90 1b) without any ht- protection. Windtunnel tests at
NASA indicate that in the range of 50 lb payload and below and for
launch angles bel.-w 750, heat protection is required for the lea 'ing
edges of the Cajun fins and for the nose tip. Inconel cuffs are
provided for these leading edges.

It should be noted that the internal heating of the payload depends
on many factors like tenperature at launch, heat output of the
payload, outside air temperature during flight, aerodynamic heat
input, heat input by sun radiation and earth albedo, heat insulation
of the compartment, absorptivity, emissivity and heat conduction
properties of the skin material, etc. Therefore, it is recommended
to check the internal heating for every different payload and launch
condition.

3
3-17
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NIKE-APAC HE

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

tame of Vehicle Nike-Apache

Designations Nikc-Apache, Mongoose H,
Speedball II

Manufacturers Aero Lab Development Company,
Pasadena, California, Atlantic

Research Corporation,, Duarte,
Californta; Zimney Corporatior,
Monrovia, California.

Kind of Vehicle 2 stage fin stabilized probe vehirle

First Stage Motor Nike M5, 2. 5 DS-59000 (X216-A2
Radford Arsenal

Second S' -ge Motor Apache 5. 35 KS-5200
Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Payload-Altitude 25 lb - 168 N. M.
Capability for 800 50 lb - 139 N. M.
Launch Angle 100 lb - 103 N. M.

Payload Volume 0.347 - 1. 0 cu ft

Peak Acceleration 47 G
Peak Deceleration 8 G (25 lb payload 700-88 ° L.A.)

Max Velo 'ity 8100 FPS (25 lb 880 L.A.)

Launch Weight 1526.6
Less net payload

Reliability 89%

Users US Air Force, Army, Navy, NASA

Sources Aero Lab, Atlantic Researnh, Ling-
Temco-Vought, AFCRL, Army, NASA
Performance Computation: AFMDC
Analog Computation Branch

4-2
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NIKE-APACHE

The Nike-Apache is cicsely related to tl'c Nike-Cajun. 1Thc
Apache motor has the sai,. dimensions as the C-jun. but it has
4.'.'dernized propellant which ,.x-.-;1:.ves the peak altitude of the
vehicle by approximately 35 percent. Because of the longer
burning time9 the peak accelerations ha-e been decreased by
approximately 40 percent. The fins of the Ni.e-Apa, he and
Nike-Cajun vehicles are made interchangeable by most of ti-w
manufacturers.

Based on 18 firings, including AFCRL and NASA firings, the
Nike-Apache has an excellent reliability record.

As In the case of the Nike-Cajun the ORA calculated performances
appear too good when compared with performances obtained at
actual firings. (See page 4-14). This and also the difference be-
tween NASA predicted and observed peak altitudes suggest that
the low performance may be due to pour attitude. New fins under
development at AFCRL, interchangeable between Apache and
Cajun, are designed to improve flight stability and performance.

To obtain realistic performance data the use of 750 launch angle
curves is recommended.

Fikiing Sequence: The first stage Nike motor burns for 3. 5
seconds.. Separation of first and second stage occurs at booster
burnout by means of a slip-fit coupling and differential drag.
The apogee altitude depends on the coasting time after first stage
burnout, P ,k altitude is reached with a coasting period of 16
seconds (for which the performances presented in this report
were calculate.i). See graph on page 4-13). The second stage is
ignited by a pyrotechnic delay squib and burns for 6.31 seconds.

Normally the Nike-Ap-che is adjusted for a no-spin condition.
If spin stabilization is desired variable incidence fins for the
Nike-booster and interchargeable spin tabs for the Apache-fins
are offered by the manufacturers.

_4-3
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1IKE- APACH E
A..U 8.", 0"MENSIO AND WEiGHTS

PAY'LOAD Z- 0 LB.
PROPELLANT

WEIGHT CONSUMED
; SION-NCHES LB. LB.

40-TS PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT 7
(40" LONG)

6,5

107 APACHE 5.35KS-5,200 209.1 i31
FUELED

25.5H -

296-334~

14

NIKE M5,2.5DS-59,000 1310,5 764
FUELED

135

60 LAUNCH WEIGHT 1526,6
LESS PAYLOAD

4-4
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NIKE-APACHE

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The Nrike-Apache has been flown from many launching sites.
The same launchers and handling equipment may be used as
described under Nike-Cajun.

I

AERODYNAMIC HEATING J
AND

HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

The aerodynamic heat input is small due to the short duration of
the flight. In the payload range below 50 pounds and at launch
angles below 750 heat protection for the nose tip might be required
depending on the material used. Payload housings are offered in
aluminum, stainless steel, inconel and fiberglass.

The internal heating of the payload compartment depends on
factors like temperature at launch,* heat output of payload,
outside air temperatures during flight, aerodynamic heat input,
sun radiation, heat insulation of the compartment, absorptivity,
emissivity and heat conducticr:, properties of the skin material.
It is L'erefore recommended to check the internal heating for
every different payload and launch condition.

4-15
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IRIS

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle Iris

Manufacturer Atlantic Research Corporation
Alexandria, Virginia

Kind of Vehicle 2 stage fin stabilized probe vehicle

First Stage Motor 0.8-KS-18800, Marc 14B1, Atl Rsch
(Cluster of seven 0.8 KS-2700)

Second Stage Motor 51.6-KS-3850, Marc 13A1, Atl Rsch

Payload-Altitude 75 lb - 185 N. M.
Capability for 880 100 lb - 167 N.M.
Launch Angle 200 lb - 117 N.M.

Payload Volume 4. 55 cu ft standard compartment
5. 86 cu ft stand comp plus extension

Peak Acceleration 14 G (75 lb payload, 700-880 LA.)

Max. Velocity 7730 FPS (25 lb payload, 880 LA.)

Launch Weight 1419.0 lb
less net payload

Reliability 2 successes out of 3 firings

Users NASA

Sources Atlantic Research, Chance-Vought,
NASA. Performance computation:
AFMDC Analog Computation Branch.

5-2



IRIS

The Iris sounding rocket, a development of the Atlantic Research
Corporation, was initiated in 1956 by the Naval Research
Laboratories and completed under NASA sponsorship in 1961.
Only 3 vehicles have been fired in performance flight tests.

The Iris is a four finned, two stage solid propellant rocket
designed to be launched from the 160 ft Aerobee tower at
Wallops Islasid. A three finned version has been offered by
the manufacturer but has never been built. The first stage
consists of a cluster of seven 4 inch diameter rockets. Its
purpose is to decreasr. the wind sensitivity of the vehicle by
ilcreasing the exit vAlocity from the tower. There is no
mechanical conne".ion between first and second stage. The
first stage falls away as the vehicle leaves the tower. The
second and main stage is an end-burner having relatively low
thrust and accordingly low acceleration. Like the Aerobee
1BO the vehicle is suitable for more delicate payloads,

The firing sequence is as follows: first and second stage
are ignited nearly simultaneously. With a small time delay
for the second stage, in the order of milliseconds, the 7 burn
together until booster burnout at 0. 81 seconds. The booster
then drops away and the second stage keeps on burning for
an additional 61. 19 seconds. The total burning time 4c 62
seconds.

The launch angles of the Iris are restricted to vA.Iues above
800, due to rectrictions in the Aerobee launch tower used.

5-3
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IRIS
ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

PAYLOAD 75-200 LB.
PROFELLANT

CONSUMED
DIMENSION-INCHES WEIGHT LB. LB.

80 NOSE CONE 12

I 12.7r5

279.72

159.12 IRIS 52 KS-3850 1202 967
FUELED

40.6 BOOSTER 205 73.5
0.8KS-18,800 FUELED

LAUNCH WEIGHT I4
LESS PAYLOAD

70 ~-4



IRIS
PAYLOAD - COMPARTMENT

DI MENSION- INCHES

80

STANDARD NOSE CONE
VOLUME 4.55 CU. FT.

12.75

20 EXTENSION OPTIONAL
20 12.75 VOLUME 1.31 CU.FT.

TOTAL VOLUME 5.86 CU.rF.

71
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IRIS

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

(1) Launcher

For the launch of an Iris vehicle a launching tower is
required. The only launching tower available is the
Aerobee tower at Wallops Island, Virginia.

(2) Handling Equipment

There is no information available on existing handling
equipment. Howeverthe following equipment will be
required: A handling trailer and erector possibly combined,
to assemble fins and payload to the booster and to transport
the vehicle and to erect it into the tower.

(3) Electrical Support Equipment

To check igniters and time delay relay.

80 5-14



IRIS

AERODYANMIC HEATINC
AND

HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

The aerodynamic heating conditions of -hc Iris are comparable
to the ones encountered at the Aerobee 150. Above 800 laurch
angle the total aerodynamic heat input is low and heat protection
for the nose cone is not necessary. The manufacturer claims
that for the most severe trajectory, 200 lb payload and 800
iaunch angle, the maximum skin temperature of the aluminum
nose cone stays between 8000 and 9000 F. CalcuJ.ations of

Chance-Vought show however that for a 700 trajectory and
100 lb payload the t'rnperature limits for nose tip and leading
edges of the fins will be exceeded.

The internal heating of the payload depends on factors like
temperature at launch, heat output of payload, outside air
temperatures during flight, aerodynamic heat input, sun
radiation, heat insulation of payload compartment, absorptivity,
emissivity and heat conduction properties of the skin material.
It is therefore recornmended to check the internal heating for
every different payload and launch condition.

81
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JAVELIN

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle Javelin, Argo D-4

Manufacturer Aerolab Development Company
Pasadena, California
Atlantic Research Corporation
Duarte, California

Kind of Vehicle 4 stage, solid propellant, fin stabilized
probe vehicle

First Stage Motor Honest John M6, 4. 0-DS-105000
(X202E2) Radford Arsenal

Second Stage Motor Nike M5, 2.5-DS-59000 (X216A2)
Radford Ai senal

Third Stage Motor Nike M5, 2. 5-DS-59000 (X216A2)
Radford Arsenal

Fourth Stage Motor Altair, 38-DS-3100 (X248A6) ABL

Payload Altitude 75 lb - 609 N. M.

Capability for 880 125 lb - 479 N.M.

Launch Angle 175 lb - 396 N.M.

Payload Volume 3. 5 cu. ft.

Peak Acceleration 37. 5 G (75 lb payload - 880 L.A.)
Peak Deceleration 3.2 G

Max. Velocity 13050 FPS (75 lb payload - 700 L.A.)

Launch Weight 7392. 4 lb
less net payload

Reliability 80%

Users USAF, NASA

Sources Aerolab, Chance-Vought, NASA, ABL,
Hercules Powder Co. Performance
Computation: AFMDC Digital
Computation Branch

383



JAVELIN

The Javelin was developed by Aerolab Development Company

under NASA sponsorship. This survey considers 25 vehicles
launched by NASA and Air Force by the end of 1962.

The manufacturer claims that the vehicle was designed for .'
net payload range between 50 lb and 100 lb, possibly more.
Information received from NASA indicates that the vehicle has
been flown with net payloads as low as 37 lb and as high as 159
lb. Chance-Vought Report AST/ElR-13 326 shows an estimated
net payload range between 75 lb and 175 lb. The performance
calculation in this report uses the Chance-Vought payload range
because the information of Aerolab and NASA had not yet been
received at the time when the calculations were performed.

A comparison of calculated performances by ORA with NASA
nominal performance data and Aerolab advertised performances
show good agreement for a launch angle of 800. (See graph on
page 6-16.) Also some of the predicted values of NASA firings
agree reasonably well with ORA calculations. The Chance-
Vought curve appears too optimistic. The difference,however,
between predicted and observed z Ititudes in the lower payload
range is rather large and suggests malfunction of motors or
poor attitude of the vehicle. In two firings, the Altair motor
did not develop the full burning period. The spread of the
observed altitudes is such that a 750 launch angle curve would
repr'esent realistic payload-altitude performances when the
vehicle is launched at an 800 angle. (See page 6-16.)

The firing sequence of the Javelin vehicle is as follows: The
first stage motor burns for about 4 seconds. At burnout it
separates by drag and the vehicle consisting of second, third
and fourth stages coasts for 5 seconds. Here the second stage
is ignited and bur.,s for about 3. 5 seconds. separated by drag
at burnout. A l-second coast period of third and fourth stages
follows after wrhich the third stage is fired. Burning time of
the third stage is 3.5 seconds. After burnout the third stage
stays attached to the fourth and both stages coast for a period
of 21 seconds, to provide adequate gyroscopic stabilization.
At the end of this coasting period fourth stage ignition occurs

6-4



and the empty third stage separates by means of a NASA blow-
out diaphragm. Two seconds later heat shield and support
tube of the fourth stage are dropped, Burning time of the
fourth stage is about 40 seconds. The total time of the burning
phase, including coasting, amounts to about 90 seconds.

In the basic configuration, nose cone and expended fourth stage
stay coupled together, however,a separation device is offered
as an option. The separation time can be preset from 120 to
180 seconds.

The first 3 stages of the vehicle are stabilized by cruciform
fins. The fourth stage is spin stabilized, the spin rate being
induced by the fins of the lo'Wer st-ges. The fins are field
adjustable so that the roll program can be varied within the
stability limits of the vehicle. A typical roll program for the
Javelin is approximately one, six., eleven and ten revolutions
per second during burning of the first, second, third and fourth
stage, respectively. In the case of nose cone ejection, the roll
rate of the nose cone can be reduced to any smaller value
desired for the experiment, including zero.

Vibration data from NRL discussed in Chance-Vought Report
AST/ElR-13 326 indicate that the maximum vibration level
measured on the payload baseplate occurs during burning of
the fourth stage. The vibration was of high frequency and
quasi-sinusoidal, the maximum being 30 G rms. A quasi-
sinusbidal vibration mode of 600 cps and high energy but short
duration, observed during more than half of the static firings
and flights of the X-248 motor, did not appear during the
firings discussed in the Chance-Vought report. However, if
the absence of this mode is only statistical, chances are that it
will occur during a number of flights.

6-5 'n



JAVELIN

ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

PAYLOAD 75 -I75LB. PRJ.L/JT

DIMERS-PON-INCHES WEIGHT LB.t , F "NX
41 NOSE CONE 30

19
59 ALTAIRIX248-A6 554.3 464FUELED

NIKE M5 2.5 DS-59,00 1323.4 764
FUELED

6O0-

584 NIKE MS, 2.SDS-59P00 1313.2 764
136FUELED136

23
HONEST JOHN,

S4 DS-105,000 4171.5 2180.0• FUELED

201

~~103--

LAUNCH WEIGHT 7392.4

b-6



JAVELIN

PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

DIMENSION- INCHES

41

19 D1A--

MAXIMUM VOLUME 3.5 CU. FT.

6-7
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JAVELIN

HARDWARE IMPACT RANGES

88 LAUNCH ANGLE

All stages impact within 20 N. M. range for payloads between
75 lbs and 175 lbs

80 LAUNCH ANGLE

Payload First Stage Second Stage Third Stage
Lb N.M. N.M. N.M.

75 5.9 10.6 83.3
125 4.7 10.4 79.3
175 4.6 10.3 76.6

700 LAUNCH ANGLE

75 8.1 15.2 135.4
125 8.0 15.0 129.7
175 7.9 14.8 12.4.4

6-17



JAVELIN

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

For the assembly, checkout, and launch of the Javelin the
following equipment and facilities are required:

(1) Launcher

The Javelin can be launched from a zero length, boom
type launcher. In Wallops Island, Virginia, a modified
Sergeant launcher is used. The Fort Churchill range in
Manitoba, Canada, uses a newly installed Aerolab
launcher. This launcher is remotely controlled and
monitored from the blockhouse and provides better
positioning stability in high winds. Adapter hardware
available enables the launcher to be used with Nike-
Cijun, Nike-Apache, Black Brant and Honest John-
Nike-Nike vehicles. The same type Aerolab launcher
is installed at White Sands Missile Range.

(2) Handling Equipment

The handling equipment consists of:

Holding fixtures
Motor slings
Work stands
Motor storage facility
Three air log dollies and

adapter assemblies
Assembly tools for fin setting
One fork lift truck

(3) Electrical Support Equipment to check Igniter-circulty,
firing squibs and timers.

6-18



JAVELIN

AERODYNAMIC HEATING
AND

HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

Two payload compartments of the same ogival contour but
different materials are offered. One, manufactured from
fiberglass, has a spray coated ablative sheath and consists
of two envelopes separated by foam insulation. The second
nose cone type has an Inconel outer form and a fiberglass
inner envelope. The space in between again is filled with
foam insulation.

The aerodynamic heating is not critical. The aerodynamic
heat input in the fiberglass cone with the ablative heat shield
is only 54 Btu according to information received from the
manufacturer and NASA. The aerodynamic heat transfer into
the Inconel cone is claimed to be not higher than 192 Btu.

The maximum volume of the nose cones is listed to be 3. 5 cu
ft. Extensions are offered but no information was available
on their maximum length and volume.

The internal heating of the payload depends on factors like
temperature at launch, heat output of payload, outside air
temperatures during flight, aerodynamic heat input, sun
radiation, heat insulation of payload compartment, absorptivity,
emissivity and heat conduction properties of the skin material.
It is therefore recommended to check the internal heating for
every different payload and launch condition.

6-19
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EXOS

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle EXOS

Designer University of Michigan

Manufacturer No specific maiumfacturer.
Purchase of components and
system integration by AFCRL

Kind of Vehicle 3 stage, solid propellant, fin
stabilized probe vehicle

First Stage Motor Honest John M6. 4. 0-DS-105000
(X20ZE2) Radford Arsenal

Second Stage Motor Nike M5 2. 5-DS-59000
(X216A2) Radford Arsenal

Third Stage Motor Yardbird 4.6-KS-14700
(TE-289-1) Thiokol Chemical
Corporation, Elkton Md Division

Payload-Altitude 40 lb - 346 N. M.
Capability for 800 60 lb - 312 N. M
Launch Angle 130 lb - 235 N.M.

Payload Volume 1.0 cu. ft.

Peak Acceleration 80 G's (40 lb payload - 88o L.A.)
Peak Dece'eration 1. 9 G's (40 lb payload - 90' L.A.)

Max. Velocity 11580 FPS (40 lb payload - 880 L.A.)

Launch Weight 5880. 2 lb
less net payload

Reliability 5 successes out of 7. firings

User USAF(AFCRL)

Sources University of Michigan, Chance Vought,
AFdRL, ABL, Hercules Powder Co.,
Thiokol. Performance Computation:
AFMDC Analog Computation Division.

7-3
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EXOS

The EXOS sounding rocket was designed by the University of
Michigan in 1958 under sponsorship of AFCRL with the
cooperation of NASA to carry a 40 lb payload to the 300 N. M.
altitude level. It is about the only vehicle in existance which
fulfills this requirement economically. The first two vehicles
were equipped with a Thiokol RECRUIT motor as the third stage.
However the very high longitudinal acceleration of approximately

175 G's at burnout was restrictive for many payloads. The
RECRUIT motor was replaced by the longer burning YARDBIRD
motor of about the same total impulse, reducing the maximum
acceleration to a safer 80 G level.

The fi. t stage uses standard HONEST JOHN fins, while the
second stage (NIKE) is fitted with 2. 5 ft2 smaller than standard
fins. (Standard NIKE fins would be too large and too weak for
the second stage application.) The third stage has a flared skirt
for stabilization which is effective in preventing flat spins. A
roll rate can "e imparted by variable incidence fins of the first
two stages. 4
The flight test experiences of AFCRL obtained in seven firings
are the following: The attitude stability of the vehicle is con-
sidered fair. AFCRL recommends a roll rate of 6 rps for the
stabilization of the third stage, rather than spin rates of 1/2
to 2 rps, originally applied which allowed generation of high
attack angles due to thrust misalignment moments at third
stage ignition. Vibration measurcments show that the NIKE
motor induces during ignition 10 G's RMS lateral and 20 G's
RMS longitudinal random vibrations at about 20 cps in the
payload. HONEST JOHN and YARDBIRD motors represent no
vibration problem.

Transport, assembly and checkout characteris-tics of the EXOS
are satisfactory. Normal storage precautions are adequate.
The time required to prepare a rocket for flight is about 3 man-
weeks (excluding payload).

7-4
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The EXOS is insensitive to small external modifications of the
nose cone. No payload recovery system is available.

The firing sequence is as follows: The first stage burns for 4. 5
seconds and separates at burnout by means of a slip fit coupling
and differential drag. A 25 second coast period follows after
which the second stage ignites by timer and batteries. The
second stage burns for 3. 5 seconds. The pressure drop at bi, rn-
out signals third stage ignition. Separation of second and th,.rd
stage is achieved by a NASA blow-out diaphram. The burning
time of the third stage is 4. 7 seconds. The total time fron, first
stage ignition to burnout third stage, including coasting, is 37. 7
seconds.

In the performance graph (Page 7-14) the calculated performances
agree reasonably well with the actually flown performances, The
AFCRL expected performance curve will produce realistic values.
The good agreement of predicted and observed altitudes in five
firings is remarkable. The calculations were made for a pay-
load range of 40 lbs to 100 lbs, however net payload weights
up to 130 lbs have been flown as can be seen on the graph.

7-5
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ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
PAYLOAD 40-13OLS

PROPELLANT
WEIGHT CONSUMEDDIMENSION INCHES L O C M

16.

56.9 PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT 25

YARDBIRD
I114.6 - KS- 14700 (TE 289-1) 389.2 268
T 4! FUELED

i 16.5-= =-

134.8
NIKE M5- 2.5 DS-59000 1302.0 764
FUELED

60

509.5

22.88-0 m

193.1 HONEST JOHN 4 DS- 105000 4164.0 2180
FUELED

103 LAUNCH WEIGHT 5880.2
LESS PAYLOAD
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EXOS
PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

56.9

GROSS AVAILABLE FAYLOAD VOLUME
1. 0 CU.FT.

9
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EXOS

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Launcher
The EXOS can be launched from a modified Honest John

launcher or from a NASA modified I-Beam Honest John or
Sergeant launcher. Launchers are installed at Atlantic Missile
Range, Eglin Air Force Base, Pacific Missile Range and White
Sands Missile Range. Standard Honest John riding lugs are
used.

Handling Equipment
The following equipment is needed:

2 modified bomb lift trailers
high lift fork truck, 4000 lb capacity
mobile crane, 2000 lb capacity
strong back, 4000 lb capacity
booster hoist beam and 2 sling assemblies

Electrical Equipment
Necessary to check firing squibs, igniter, circuitry, timer

and batteries.
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EXOS

AERODYNAMIC HEATING
AND

HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

The aerodynamic heating of the EXOS is more severe than that
of the Aerobee 150 and Nike-Cajun, and heat protection of the
payload compartment is necessary. To protect the vehicle
against excessive aerodynamic heating a 25 second coasting
period was arranged between first stage burnout and second
stage ignition. In this period the vehicle travels at a modest
speed through the denser part of the atmosphere to approximately
40, 000 feet altitude, where the air den3ity is sufficiently low to
preclude excessive aerodynamic heating. Two types of heat
protected nose cones have been flown successfully in the AFCRL
firings: A heat sink type using a solid nickel nose tip as heat
sink (which served simultaneously as telemetry dipole antenna),
and an ablative skin type. No unusual heating problems have
been encountered in using these two types of payload compartments.

Heat protection for the magnesium second stage fins is provided
by Inconel cuffs on the leading edges. Payload components
mounted externally, like antennas etc., must be carefully
designed to withstand aerodynamic heating.

Measurements of the maxim .m internal skin temperature of an
Inconel nose cone, taken by AFCRL during the second EXOS
flight, show temperatures of 3700 h 50OF at a station 15 inches
from nose tip and 2200 + 20°F in the cylindrical section of the
nose cone, 55 inches from nose tip. The flight conditions were
800 launch angle and approximately 40 lbs payload.

:t should be noted that the aerodynamic heat input is only one of
several parameters which determine the internal temperature
of the payload. None of these parameters might be severe,
however the summation of all can exceed toleration limits.
Therefore internal heating should be checked for every different
payload and launch condition.
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ASTROBEE 200

VEF-UCLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle Astrobee 200

Designation AJ 60-27

Manufacturer Space General Corporation
El Monte, California, a Subsidiary
of Aerojet General Corporation

Kind of Vehicle 2 stage, solid propellant, fin
stabilized probe vehicle

First Stage Motor Nike M5, 2. 5-DS-59000(X216.,A2)
Radford Arsenal

Second Stage Motor Alcor, 30-KS-8000A
Aerojet General Corporation

Payload-Altitude 110 lb - 130 N.M.
Capability for 880 150 lb - 116 N.M.
Launch Angle 250 Ib - 89 N. M,

Payload Volume 3.6 cu. ft. nose cone
6. 1 cu. ft. nose cone plus extensions

Peak Acceleration 18.3 Gs (110 ib payload, 880 L.A.)
Peak Deceleration 4. 35 GOs (I 10 lb payload, 700 L.A. )

Max. Velocity 6400 FPS (110 lb payload, 880 L.A.)

Launch Weight 2668 lb
less net payload

Reliability 3 successes out of 4 firings

User USAF (AFCRL)

Sources Space General, Aerojet General, ABL,
AFCRL, Ling-Temco- Vought.
Performance Computation: AFMDC
Analog Computation Division

8-3
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2,
ASTROBEE 200

The solid propellant Astrobee 200 was designed by Space General
Corporation in 1960 as a replacement for the liquid fuel Aerobee
150. The objeCtive was to simplify handling and servicing, to
shorten the operational readiness time, to eliminate extensive
ground facilities like expensive launching towers and handling
and storage faciii,ies for liquid propellanits, and to make the
vehicle less depe;ident on particular launching sites. In :.ddition
a small improvement of the altitude performance was intended,
keeping thc maximum acceleration at the low level of about 18 GIs
(iterobee 150 - 12 GIs). All these objectives have been attained.

Based on four firings by AFCRL the flight stability of the vehicle
is considered fair. Its flight properties are insensitive to small
external payload modifications.

Vibration measurements have not been made for the Astrobee
200. However the Nike motor is known for its low frequency
longitudinal aad lateral vibrations during ignition at the * 25 G
level. Vibration measurements of the 30-KS-8000A as flown
in an Astrobee 500 indicate that this motor burns smooth. No
serious structural dynamic problems have been observed during
operation of the Astrobee 200.

A payload recovery system required for many experiments Is
under development.

The time required to prepare the Astrobee 200 for flight is about
4 manweeks (Aerobee 150 - 5 manweeks).

However there are several items which should be improved
before the vehicle is considered competitive with the Aerobee
150: The inexpensive Nike motor has been used for the first
stage but the cost of the vehicle is considerably higher
than that of the Aerobee 150. The ttmperpture range for
operation and storage of the second stage motor, 30-KS-8000A,
is restricted to values between 60°F and 100 0 F. The minimum
storage life is one half year. In transport, the motor seems
to be su.ceptible to damage and has to be handled with extra
care (two cases of damage reported).
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After the manufacturing of the first five vehicles a weight
reductiov program was conducted by Space General which
resulted in weight savings of approximately 55 lbs. This
was achieved by replacing the aluminum nose cone with
fiberglass nose cone, by substituting the fiberglass heat
insulation of the 3c-6 YS-8000A motor by a cork-phenolic
binder insulation and !- ; ;lacing steel and aluminum inter-
conn, cting structure wit- -az.-.:fsium° No : 1__ttion has
b. .c n. zeceived regarding test flight of the reduced weight
ehicle.

The firing sequence is the following: The first stage burning
time is 3. 5 seconds. Thereafter the vehicle consisting of
first and second stage coasts for 10. 5 seconds. At the end of
the coasting period the second stage motor is ignited by an
electronic programmer and separation f:om the first stag6
is provided by a standard NASA blow-out diaphram. The
second stage burns for 31.8 seconds. The total time from
first stage ignition to burnout of the second stage is 45. 8
seconds.

In the performance comparison graph (Page 8-14) the calculated
performances of Space General and the atitudes observed in
AFCRL firings are better than the performances calculated
by Chance-Vought and ORA. Information received from Space
General indicates that their perf'rmances were calculated
without payload extensions while the calculations of both
Chance-Vought and ORA include payload extensions. The
altitude-payload performance curve of Space General will pro-
duce realistic values for the version without extensions. It is
practically identical with expected performances of AFCRL,
which are not shown in the graph.

The only failure which occurred in the four firings was due to
an experimental graphite used in the nozzle insert of the second
stage which broke. All subsequent 30-KS-8000 motors have been
built with the original graphite insert which never showed any
malfunctions. Therefore AFCRL expressed the opinion that the
Astrobee 200 appears to be the only solid propellant vehicle in
the Aerobee 150 class which has a promising reliability.

8-5
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ASTROBEE 200
ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

PAYLOAD 1 0-250 LB
PROPELLANT

WEIGHT CONSUMED
DIMENSION INCHES LS LBS

87.81 PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT 36.7

Lb I
- 1 0

25 PAYLOAD EXTENSK' S 26.4

20.38-.- ALCOR, 30 KS-8000 A 1129.6 878.6
FUELED

~L69.8 -

342.07

16.5-

144.75 NIKE MS, 2.5 06-59000 1475.3 76,4
-FUELED

LAUNCH WEIGHT 2668.0
F- ,LESS PAYLOAD

8-6
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AST tiEE 200

PAYLOAD COW-.-4RTMEM1T

DI ENSION INCHES

87. la

NOSE CONE v 3.6 CU.FT.

-A---- --to0[ EXTENSION I k v 1 . FT.

[~ 1EXTENSION 2 .aUC-
9MM. AVAILABLE
PAYLOADMWE 6. I C.Fd1.
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ASTROBEE ZOO

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Launcher
The Astrobee 200 has b-ea launched from the Ryan-Aerolab

general purpose launcher at Eglin Air Force Base. However it
can be adapted easily to other boom launchers.

Handling Equipment
The following handling equipment is required:

Booster hoist beam and
sling assembly

Fork lift truck
Modified bomb lift trailer,

4000 lbs
Nike cradle
30-KS-8000 cradle

Electrical Support Equipment
Necessary to check firing squibs, igniters, circuitry and

electronic programmer.

8-15
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ASTROBEE Z00

AERODYNAMIC HEATING
AND

HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

For launch angles larger than 750 the aerodynamic heating of
the Astrobee 200 is not severe. It is comparable to the heating
conditions of the Aerobee 150. For launch angles lower than
'750 and low payload weights the aerodynamic heat input increases
considerably and additional protection will be necessary. The
manufacturer claims that the temperature in the payload com-
partment does not exceed 200 0F for a launch angle of 850 and a
payload weight of 110 lbs. AFCRL experiences in their firings
at Eglin AFB are that no unusual difficulties have been encoun-
tered in protecting tile intstrumentation from aerodynamic
heating.

The second stage is equipped with the following heat protection:
The leading edges of the fins are protected. The 30-KS-8000A
motor case has an ablative coating to keep its temperature
below 250°F during flight.

The aerodynamic heat input is only one of many parameters
which determine the internal temperature of the payload. The
heating inside the payload compartment depends on temperature
at launch, heat output of the payload, outside air temperature
during flight, aerodynamic heat input, sun radiation, heat
insuiation of payload compartment, absorptivity, emissivity
and heat conduction properties of the skin material. While
none of these parameters might be severe, the summation of
all can exceed-toleration limits. Internal heating should be
checked for every different payload and launch condition.

8-16
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BLACK BRANT III

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Name of Vehicle Black Brant III

Manufacturer Canadian Bristol Aerojet Limited
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Kind of Vehicle One stage, solid propellant, fin
stabilized probe vehicle

£ Motor 9-KS- 11000, Canadian Bristol Aerojet

Payload-Altitude 25 lb - 80.2 N. M.
Capability for 800 45 lb - 73.3 N.M.
Launch Angle 75 lb - 64.5 N. M.

Payload Volume 1 - 1. 35 cu. ft.

Peak Acceleration 30 G's (25 lb payload - 880 L. A.)
Peak Deceleration 8 G's (25 lb payload - 700 L.A.)

Max. Velocity 6250 FPS (25 lb payload - 880 L.A.)

Launch Weight 631.0 lb
less net payload

Reliability 4 successes out of 6 development
firings (last two shots %ith final
fins successfull

Users (Vehicle under development)

Sources Canadian Bristol Aerojet, Ling-
Ten-co-Vought. Performance
Computation: AFMDC Analog
Computation Division
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BLACK BRANT III

The Black Bramn series of sounding rockets is a joint Canadian
Government - Canadian industry development. The development
t.eam consists of the Canadian Department of Defense Production
(DDP), the Defense Research Board (DRB), the National Research
Council (NRC), and Canadian Bristol Aerojet Limited (CBA).
The solid propellant motors used in the Black Brant program
are developed by the Canadian Armament Research and
De velopmert Establishment (CARDE).

The Black Brant III is a 8ingle stage, three finned sounding
rocket reaching altitudes up to b-, N. M. and covering a payload
range from 25 ibs to 75 lbs. It was designed for a zero roll
rate, huwever i, can be spin stabilized, if desired. Until
December 196? six development test firings have been con-
ducted at the Wallops Island, Virginia, range.

During the first four firings lateral disturbances in excess of
5 G's occurred due to aero-elasticity of the fins, There was
no indication of structural failure during the disturbances
-which all occurred at 7 seconds flight time. Thereafter the
vehicles trimmed out and continued to fly stable. After t!he
installment of stiffer fins there was no evidence of disturbanes
during the last two flights which were conducted with payload
weights of approximately 70 lbs. The achieved altitudes in these
two flights were 97% and 99% of the estimated altitudes. Flights
in the lower payload range with improved fins have not been
conducted.

No motor problems were experienced in ignition and burning
during the six test flights. The two failures mentioned in the
preceding page "Vehicle Description" were caused by the
lateral disturbances, which resulted in loss of telemetry and
radar track in one case and abrupt changes in azimuth and
elevation angle in the second case.

The total burning time of the 9-KS-11000 motor is 11.2 second,3.

The Black Brant Ill is offered with several optional instrumenta-
tion packages- two different telemetry packages; quadraloop
antenna; altitude sensing instrumentation and roll rate magnetometer.

10-3



BLACK BRANT X
ASSEMBLY, DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

PAYLOAD 25-75 L8

PROPELLANT
WEIGHT CONSUMED

DIMENSiON INCHES LO LB

59.73

PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT 27.4

5.6 IGNITER COMPARTMENT

218.3 ;0.2

158.57

9 KS-11000 MOTOR 6036 433.3

SLAUNCH WEIGHT 63.0

LESS PAYLOAD
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BLACK BRANT D7
PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

Q)

9.73 93

MOSS AVAV ABLE PAYLOAD VOWEJL
OF PAYLOA D COMPARTMENT oo I CU. FT.

INCLUDING UNUSED SPACE N IGNER
- MPARTMENT(8ELO tAYLOAD COMP)I THE GROSS AVAILABLE VOLUME IS

10.43 ,1.35 CUoFT.
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BLACK BRANT III

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Laun h,'ir
The Black Brant III is rail launched. For the test

firings at Wallops Island a modified Sergeant launcher with
an effective rail length of 10.5 feet was used. Canadian
Bristol Aerojet offers in addition its own launcher which
rests on four out-riggers bolted to foundation points. The
launcher can be transported to and used at different launch-
ing sites provided the foundation points are installed.

Handling Equipment
The handling equipment consists of holding fixtures,

motor slings, work stands and fork lift. To fit the nose
cone over the instrumentation compartment a special jig is
necessary.

Electrical Support Equipment

Test equipment is required to check ignition squibs

and circuits. For the checkout of the telemetry system a
test console is necessary.
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BLACK BRANT IMl

AERODYNAWC HEATING
AND

HEATING OF PAYLOAD COMPARTMENT

The aerodynamic heating of the Black Brant III is more severe
than chat of the Aerobee 150 and Nike-Cajun because its pro-
pulsion phase takes place in a region of higher air density.
(Burnout altitude approxirmately 30, 000 feet, burnout velocity
approximately 6000 ft/sec.) Therefore the payload compart-
ment comes equipped with an ablative coating of three layers
of phenolic reinforced fiberglass and additional internal heat
insulation, No failures clue to aerodynamic heating occurred
during the test firings.

It should be noted that the aerodynamic heat jiput is only one
of several parameters which determine the internal temperature
of the payload. None of these parameters might be severe,
however the summation of all can exceed toleration limits.
Therefore internal heating should be checked for every different
payload and launch condition.
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